Magnetic Power Loss Estimation in Coaxial Magnetic Gears
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A BSTRACT
This paper proposes a procedure for computing magnetic loss in the iron regions of coaxial magnetic gears. These magnetic structures are made of permanent magnets
and ferromagnetic poles in relative motion transferring torque between two shafts in a contactless way. The losses computation in magnetic materials is crucial to deﬁne the
magnetic transmission performance. Flux distribution inside ferromagnetic parts is computed by means of ﬁnite element and cell method and then a model of iron losses taking
into account the rotational nature of the ﬂux loci is applied. The procedure will become part of an electro-mechanical model for the evaluation of the whole chain of power
conversion both in static and in dynamic conditions.
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Figure 1: Magnetic gear subdomains.

Figure 2: Magnetic ﬂux density B in T and contour of Az.

Figure 3: PMs eddy current
density Je in A/m2 .

The 2D A formulation is adopted, an additional equation
for each PM is added to

impose the solenoidal property on the eddy currents, V Je dV = 0.

Vi
∇ × (ν∇ × A) = −σ ∂∂tA − σ PM
L ez + ∇ × (νBr )
(1)
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PM
V Je dV = V (−σ ∂t − σ L ez )dV = 0
Vi

where σ is the magnet conductivity, L is the machine length, −σ PM
L ez is the addii is the equivalent voltage drop across the ith PM
tional current density term and VPM
that ensures the solenoidal property.

bgeo = C̃FHc

(3)

Nonlinearity is treated by Fixed Point
by using a constant reluctivity value νFP
and adding a magneto-motive force term
to the RHS. Residual is computed as:
R = H − νFP |B|
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where Wexc (J p , f0 ) is the excess loss obtained under alternating conditions at peak
polarization J p and at the reference frequency f0 = 50 Hz, Rexc (J p ) is the experimental ratio, at a given frequency, between the excess losses obtained under circular and
alternating polarization and the function:
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g(a) =
8.76 0
g(1) = 1.8 is the function g(a) calculated for circular polarization (a = 1). The
classical loss, under negligible skin effect, at frequency f is obtained as:
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where Bx (t) and By (t) are the induction components.
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The losses varying the rotational speed are computed according to the presented
model at the maximum torque capability. PM losses are computed as V σ1 Je2 , where
PM
PM
to consider the PMs segmentation effects.
= σ10
σ  = nσ1.65
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where Rhyst = Whyst /Whyst is the experimental ratio between the hysteresis losses
obtained under circular and alternating polarization, J p , expressed as J p = B p − μ0 H p ,
is the peak polarization measured along the major axis of the ellipse, and a is the ratio
between minor to major axis lengths (a = 0, alternating loss; a = 1, rotating loss).
The excess loss is expressed as:
√ 
Rexc (J p )
f
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Wexc (J p , a, f )  g(a) √ · Wexc (J p , f0 ) +Wexc (aJ p , f0 )
g(1)
f0

Figure 4: Cell method: magnetic vector potential contour.
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Figure 8: Iron poles losses component Figure 9: Inner iron yoke component Figure 10: Outer iron yoke component
for different rotational speeds.
for different rotational speeds.
for different rotational speeds.
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Loss separation: total loss W is expressed as W = Whyst + Wexc + Wclass , the sum
of the hysteresis, excess, and classical components, and the connection with their
unidirectional (scalar) counterpart.
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Whyst (J p , a)  Whyst (J p ) +Whyst (aJ p ) Rhyst (J p ) − 1

(4)
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Residual is projected along the magnetic
The approach extensively explained in
ﬂux density direction and then assigned
[2] is adopted. The stiffness matrix A is
to the RHS as:
written as:
bFP = C̃R
(5)
(2)
A = C̃Mν C
where C and C̃ are primal and dual curl The solution is then obtained by:
matrices and Mν is the magnetic constitutive matrix built as diagonal considerAa = bgeo + bFP
(6)
ing the sides of the cells as orthogonal.
The iron pole material can be either linear or nonlinear, permanent magnets are
considered to have μ0 permeability. The
coercive Hc ﬁeld is projected along dual
edges and then assigned as known term:
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Figure 11: Global losses components for different rotational speeds.
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Figure 12: Magnetic gear efﬁciency at the maximum
torque capability.

C ONCLUSIONS
Coaxial magnetic gear power losses are analyzed in this paper. An approach for
the losses computation with rotational loci is presented and the losses varying the
rotational speed are computed for a test case geometry.

Figure 5: Same material described in [4]: behaviour of
the hysteresis alternating and rotational losses versus
Jp /Js at 50 Hz and their ratio.
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Figure 7: B-locus at a given point within the iron pole:
computed cycle and equivalent ellipsoidal one.
Figure 6: Same material described in [4]: behaviour
of the excess alternating and rotational losses versus
Jp /Js at 50 Hz and their ratio.
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